How to read aircraft wiring diagrams

Wiring Diagrams Electrical wiring diagrams are included in most aircraft service manuals and
specify information, such as the size of the wire and type of terminals to be used for a particular
application. Furthermore, wiring diagrams typically identify each component within a system by
its part number and its serial number, including any changes that were made during the
production run of an aircraft. Wiring diagrams are often used for troubleshooting electrical
malfunctions. A block diagram is used as an aid for troubleshooting complex electrical and
electronic systems. A block diagram consists of individual blocks that represent several
components, such as a printed circuit board or some other type of replaceable module. A block
diagram provides a quick, high-level view of a system to rapidly identify points of interest or
trouble spots. Because of its high-level perspective, it may not offer the level of detail required
for more comprehensive planning or implementation. A block diagram will not show every wire
and switch in detail, that's the job of a circuit diagram. Figure 1 is a block diagram of an aircraft
electrical system. Figure 1. Block diagram of an aircraft electrical system. Pictorial Diagrams In
a pictorial diagram, pictures of components are used instead of the conventional electrical
symbols found in schematic diagrams. A pictorial diagram helps the maintenance technician
visualize the operation of a system. The pictorial diagram is a picture or sketch of the
components of a specific system and the wiring between these components. This simplified
diagram identifies components, even if you are not familiar with their appearance. This type of
diagram does not show physical locations of components or the manner in which the wiring is
marked or routed. Figure 2. Pictorial diagram of an aircraft electrical system. A schematic
diagram is used to illustrate a principle of operation, and therefore does not show parts as they
actually appear or function. Schematic diagrams are best utilized for troubleshooting. Figure 3.
Schematic diagram. Aircraft Wire Types The satisfactory performance of any modern aircraft
depends to a very great degree on the continuing reliability of electrical systems and
subsystems. Improperly or carelessly maintained wiring can be a source of both immediate and
potential danger. The continued proper performance of electrical systems depends on the
knowledge and techniques of the technician who installs, inspects, and maintains the electrical
system wires and cables. A wire is described as a single, solid conductor, or as a stranded
conductor covered with an insulating material. Figure 4 illustrates these two definitions of a
wire. Because of in-flight vibration and flexing, conductor round wire should be stranded to
minimize fatigue breakage. Figure 4. Aircraft electrical cable. Two or more separately insulated
conductors in the same jacket. Two or more separately insulated conductors twisted together
twisted pair. One or more insulated conductors covered with a metallic braided shield shielded
cable. A single insulated center conductor with a metallic braided outer conductor radio
frequency cable. Wire harnesses are extensively used in aircraft to connect all the electrical
components. Figure 5. Shielded wire harness. Tensile strength lb-in. Tensile strength for same
conductivity lb. Weight for same conductivity lb. Cross section for same conductivity CM.
Figure 6. Plating Bare copper develops a surface oxide coating at a rate dependent on
temperature. This oxide film is a poor conductor of electricity and inhibits determination of wire.
Therefore, all aircraft wiring has a coating of tin, silver, or nickel that has far slower oxidation
rates. Tin-coated copper is a very common plating material. Its ability to be successfully
soldered without highly active fluxes diminishes rapidly with time after manufacture. Soldered
terminations of nickel-plated conductor require the use of different solder sleeves or flux than
those used with tin- or silver-plated conductor. Two fundamental properties of insulation
materials are insulation resistance and dielectric strength. These are entirely different and
distinct properties. Insulation resistance is the resistance to current leakage through and over
the surface of insulation materials. However, the data obtained in this manner may not give a
true picture of the condition of the insulation. Clean, dry insulation having cracks or other faults
might show a high value of insulation resistance but would not be suitable for use. Dielectric
strength is the ability of the insulator to withstand potential difference and is usually expressed
in terms of the voltage at which the insulation fails because of the electrostatic stress.
Maximum dielectric strength values can be measured by raising the voltage of a test sample
until the insulation breaks down. The type of conductor insulation material varies with the type
of installation. Characteristics should be chosen based on environment, such as abrasion
resistance, arc resistance, corrosion resistance, cut-through strength, dielectric strength, flame
resistant, mechanical strength, smoke emission, fluid resistance, and heat distortion. Such
types of insulation materials e. The development of better and safer insulation materials is
ongoing. Since electrical wire may be installed in areas where inspection is infrequent over
extended periods of time, it is necessary to give special consideration to heat-aging
characteristics in the selection of wire. Resistance to heat is of primary importance in the
selection of wire for aircraft use, as it is the basic factor in wire rating. Where wire may be
required to operate at higher temperatures due either to high ambient temperatures, high

current loading, or a combination of the two, selection should be made on the basis of
satisfactory performance under the most severe operating conditions. With the increase in
number of highly sensitive electronic devices found on modern aircraft, it has become very
important to ensure proper shielding for many electric circuits. Shielding is the process of
applying a metallic covering to wiring and equipment to eliminate electromagnetic interference
EMI. EMI is caused when electromagnetic fields radio waves induce high frequency HF voltages
in a wire or component. The induced voltage can cause system inaccuracies or even failure.
Use of shielding with 85 percent coverage or greater is recommended. Coaxial, triaxial,
twinaxial, or quadraxial cables should be used, wherever appropriate, with their shields
connected to ground at a single point or multiple points, depending upon the purpose of the
shielding. Figure 7. Shielded wire harness for flight control Wire Substitutions When a
replacement wire is required in the repair and modification of existing aircraft, the maintenance
manual for that aircraft must first be reviewed to determine if the original aircraft manufacturer
OAM has approved any substitution. If not, then the manufacturer must be contacted for an
acceptable replacement. Figure 8. Wire harness with protective jacket. Email This BlogThis!
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and enjoying the electrical system in your experimental aircraft. After talking to thousands of
fellow homebuilders and giving many presentations at fly-ins around the country, I realized
there was a need for information to design and build the newer, more complex electrical
systems. The Aircraft Wiring Guide takes that experience and condenses it into pages of useful
information and guidance. The wiring system in small aircraft used to be fairly simple because
many of the systems were mechanical or simply did not exist when compared with modern
avionics. Today we have electronic stall and AOA warning systems, GPS receivers, glass
cockpit displays, autopilots, backup batteries and busses, electric trim and flap motors, ADS-B
receivers, multiple power plugs, powered headsets, and host of other modern electronics.
Therefore, the electrical system is a much more important part of the aircraft than it used to be,
and therefore it is worth your time to understand the subject matter so that your plane will
operate reliably. This book is for experimental aircraft builders who want to know how to plan
and wire their aircraft. First-time builders will learn how to start thinking about and planning for
the electrical system. Advanced builders can keep abreast of the latest technologies and
products. This book is designed to focus on the practical information you need to make
important decisions about the architecture of your electrical system, what parts to buy, and how
to wire it all together. PLAN Helps you think about the electrical system and what things are
important and what are not. Detailed three-step plan to designing the right electrical system for
your mission. Practical information to help you learn fast! No engineering required. And, this
book is available in both paper and digital formats so it is easy to have with you while planning
and working on the plane. Nice job! I don't keep too may hard copies of anything anymore since
we are in the electronic age but I have to say that this gem is a keeper. Very well done! Money
very well spent. I showed it to a friend in the campground and he went over and purchased a
copy. Thank you for taking the time write it. Very simple, concise, updated to modern methods
and not too overbearing for the new builder. So far it's great, well organized and thought out
and exactly what I need while I think about and try to understand the fundamentals of electrical
wiring we are about to undertake on my project. Our printing partner lulu. In many cases the
book is printed locally in your country. Tax and shipping may be extra. Priced in USD below.
Contact info AircraftWiringGuide. Click a button below to go to the third-party web site and
purchase the Aircraft Wiring Guide. Spiral-bound softcover. Below is a list of suppliers that

have a large selection of electrical parts and supplies. Aircraft Spruce. Daniels Manufacturing.
TCW Technologies. And a special thanks to Bob Nuckolls, the original AeroElectric guy! Marc
Ausman flies an RV-7 that he finished building in He served with the U. Aircraft Wiring Guide
The practical guide to planning, wiring, and enjoying the electrical system in your experimental
aircraft. About The Aircraft Wiring Guide After talking to thousands of fellow homebuilders and
giving many presentations at fly-ins around the country, I realized there was a need for
information to design and build the newer, more complex electrical systems. How this book can
help you:. Buy Now. What's in the Book? Table of Contents. Chapter 1. Electrical System
Overview 1. Wiring Basics 2. Electrical System Planning Chapter 4. Alternators and Voltage
Regulators 4. Chapt
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Chapter Grounding Data Bus and Audio Wiring Chapter Ground Power Chapter Common Wiring
Mistakes Chapter Annual Inspection Items Chapter Thinking About Switches Connector and
Tool Selection. Excerpt from Chapter 2 2. Current coming in from one buss cannot flow through
the device and out to the other buss. The diodes shown below can be thought of as check
valves that ensure current only goes in but does not come out that particular power pin. The
device will automatically choose between the inputs and select the one with the highest voltage.
What people are sayingâ€¦ "Much better [than other books] for the average builder in every way!
Purchase The Aircraft Wiring Guide is available in three formats: 8. Sources - Parts and
Supplies. Below is a list of vendors mentioned in the book. About the author Marc Ausman flies
an RV-7 that he finished building in Email Address. Sign Up. All rights reserved.

